
Tracker page for __________________
I have completed this level on a2bsafely.com. Now I need your help. Please read my
Tracker page with me and talk to me about it. It will help me to remember what I have
learned. Encourage me to learn about road safety.

Stop, think, look, listen

Next steps
You are beginning to learn but you are not ready to go on the road on your own.  You
need someone to help you to practise. This could be someone in your family who looks
after you, a teacher or a responsible family friend. Show them your Tracker page or
ask them to logon to www.a2bsafely.com  In this way you are helping them, to help you.

Walking to the swimming pool - Level

Walking in a car park

Be seen

Listening to music

Skateboards

When crossing at a driveway,
always stop, think, look and
listen to make sure there is no
traffic.

When you are on the
pavement you need to hear
the traffic. Remove your
headphones.

Treat a car park as if  it was a
road. Stay on the pavement
or follow the pedestrian walk
way.

Traffic light crossing
Press the button and wait for
the green man to show. Do
not cross until the traffic has
stopped. Look both ways as
you cross.

Wear something bright so that
traffic can see you.

safely.com

Skateboards and roller blades
should not be used where
people are walking.
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Keep your head up

Being prepared

Cycle lanes

Large vehicles

Stop, think, look and listen.
Cars can come in and out of
driveways. Treat a driveway as
if it was a road.

When you leave the house,
check that you have told
someone where you are
going. Make sure you have
everything that you need.

Look where you are going as
you are walking along the
pavement.

Bicycles make less noise than
cars. Remember to look out
for bikes.
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Trucks, lorries and fire engines
must be treated with extreme
caution when you are crossing
at a driveway.
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Walking near traffic

Seeing your friend

Loud noise

Reversing car

Car parks and driveways
should be treated like the road.
Always stop, think, look and
listen.

Do not let the noise of an
ambulance or fire engine
distract you.

You need your attention at all
times. Never be tempted to
read a magazine

You can tell when a car is
reversing. It is important to
know that the back of a car
may be coming towards you.

You see your friend but stop,
think, look and listen before
you go to join him.
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Think for yourself

Texting near traffic

Parked cars

Think about bicycles as well
as cars. Bikes make almost
no noise.

If you want to send a text
message move to a safe place
away from the traffic and other
pedestrians. It is dangerous
to text near traffic.

If another person crosses the
road when the red man is
showing, do not be tempted
to follow. Wait for the green
man.

Sometimes a car will reverse
out in front of you in the car
park. The driver may not have
seen you. Be careful.
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